Swiss Semester has been changing students’ lives for over twenty years! Swiss Semester can make all the difference for students who are:

- adventuresome and courageous enough to confront the unfamiliar
- willing to be challenged—academically, personally, and physically
- energetic enough for a full, active, and fast-paced life
- mature enough for the presumption of responsibility and trustworthiness
- curious—and desirous of new perspectives and broadened horizons
- fond of the outdoors and the prospect of a lot of hiking, mountain climbing, and skiing

This has been by far the most amazing and unforgettable experience of my life! —Swiss Semester Student

Tuition and fees for the semester are paid to Swiss Semester; affiliated home schools have agreed to pro-rate tuition for students that attend the program. The “Information Supplement” delineates the costs of Swiss Semester. Most past parents would concur with the father who declared, “Swiss Semester is a bargain at any price.”

I find it amazing that such a short period of time can make such an impression on a single life. I often wonder if I would be the same person that I am today if I had not gone to Swiss Semester. I know that I wouldn’t. I want everyone to have the opportunity to change their lives, to grow, to mature, and to learn.

—Swiss Semester Student
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Once again—in reflecting about the beginning of my college experience, I must praise Swiss Semester. Not only did Swiss Semester give me the tools to reach out and leave home, but it also promoted risk taking, a sense of adventure, and discovery.

—I Swi...
Broaden horizons. Gain independence. "Experience of a lifetime" given for attending Swiss Semester. Top reasons Swiss Semester students have:

- Swiss Semester offers adventure, preparation for competitive colleges.
- Sacrifice of rigorous academic challenge and a temporary change in routine and setting, without sacrifice.
- Kids left us a tentative girl and returned a self-confident young lady.
- Child and the parents! My child was healthy as I am. Swiss Semester offered the best friends anyone could ask for.
- My strength and in so doing I gained my life-changing experiences that tested so much, not only academically.
- Swiss Semester family gave me the opportunity to become stronger, more responsible, trustworthy men.
- I would like to thank Swiss Semester for giving me the experience of a lifetime that I spent as part of the Swiss Semester Student community.
- He loved the memories that stay with me wherever I go.
- I go. I’ll never be able to express. I learned something new could ever have expected and will probably the most compelling and life-changing event of my life.
- E-mail Swiss Semester at SwissSem@mac.com
- Switzerland is so renowned.
-_optimizes the security, and an outdoor paradise that is
- Swiss Semester’s campus in Zermatt, Switzerland is
- Academic, personal, and physical challenge for sophomores from the finest schools in the United States.
- The three and a half months that I spent as part of the Swiss Semester Student community were the greatest experience of my life. I think that every student should have a chance to experience something like this.
- Swiss Semester Parent
- He fell in love with Zermatt, Switzerland and so much better than I expected. Swiss Semester is a hire
- Swiss Semester Student
- Swiss Semester Parent
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- Laura’s experience was one of the most compelling and life-changing events of her life. She is so confident now that she can do anything. She makes it happen; she does not wait for it to happen. I would like to thank Swiss Semester for giving me the experience of a lifetime that I spent as part of the Swiss Semester Student community.
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